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We are in darkness. We are alone.They came from the lands of light. They came with torches, with

lanterns, with the banners of the sun. The children of endless dayâ€”they came to banish the

darkness.And they came to kill.We are the children of never-ending night. We are the dwellers of

shadow. In the light of our enemy, we are dying.We were born in darkness. We must cast out the

light. This is our story.
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If you've read Moth, get ready for everything to change with Empires of Moth!Daniel really ups the

ante with his latest offering. If you thought the battles were intense in Moth, you've not seen

anything yet!While in Moth we were mostly shown two kingdoms, one of light and one of darkness,

in Empires of Moth we get to see the many varied kingdoms of both day and night in a full out war.In

Moth, we were mostly given insight into Koyee and Torin. In Empires of Moth Daniel pulls back the



curtain on several more players in this world of contrasts. The love between characters grows and

the hatred of the arch enemy Ferius continues to consume all before him. We are introduced to

several more figures who we'll learn to love and identify with and darn it all, hate to lose.Because in

this new page turning epic, we'll lose more than we thought once we began this journey.If you've not

picked up the first story of Moth, I highly recommend you get it now!If you've read Moth, Empires of

Moth is a must!

I thoroughly enjoyed the second installment of the Moth Saga. The story gathered pace fast, the

characters matured and the images of a completely different world were rich and deep.The story

climbed and finished with epic scenes worthy of the best writers of our time. If you don't laugh, then

cry and finally hold your breath as you turn the pages as fast as you can...then go back to watching

the grass grow because because you don't have any imagination and aren't worthy of this great

story.I have bought the third book without hesitation and highly recommend this book to all readers

of any age.

I am a big fan of Daniel Arenson and have enjoyed most of his books. I always worry about the

second book in a series because they tend to feel somewhat like a filler book. This book kept the

main characters as the center focus while expanding on the story line with new places and people. It

was nice to learn more about the daylight side of the world.

Empire of Moth continues 6 months after the first book. In this Daniel expands the world of Moth,

turning the story down an even darker path.Daniel has a real skill for creating a believable world

where the desperation of our heroes oozes of the pages and when you've lost all hope, something

happens that pushes the story into a new direction. But where in some of his earlier books those

pivotal points would be helped along a bit too conveniently by some sort of over obvious magic in

Moth they come across real and utmost believable. He had honed his skills in the Dragon Wars,

he's shown himself a master of it in Moth.My favourite of such moments in this book where when

Koyee finally met Okado, while you saw it coming, it was the inevitability and great timing that made

it simply work and set the pace for the rest of the story.This book is a thrill ride from cover to cover

that was impossible to put down. I can not wait to find out how it ends in book 3.

Somehow a people who have always lived under the sun are able to capture and control a vast area

and people that live under permanent darkness. I just didn't buy it. I know its a fantasy story but it



was just too easy.

This is kind of a strange book after reading all the dragon books. Gosh, I really did like them. This

book so far is full of suspense and strange characters that grow on you. I am enjoying reading it.

The characters are very strange but different and full of suspense. I really like this story line so far

but I am not half thru with it. will write more later.

This second book was just like the first fantastic. The battle where bloody and although

outnumbered the people of the night fought. The spirit of good over bad was overwhelming to me. I

will be reading the next book in the series immediate my to find out who will prevail.

Another great book from Daniel Arenson, this book continues the invasion of Eloria and the hats and

genocide by Ferius. The love story between Koyee and Torin blossoms as the war rages. This book

is written in classic Daniel Arenson fashion so you find yourself emotionally connected to the

characters. If you liked the first book this wont disappoint and if you haven't then read Moth. Enjoy.
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